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Why Split-Dollar?

 Life insurance is often an integral part of sophisticated estate 
planning, as its benefits can be significant when used properly. 

 These benefits include the fact that the proceeds are received 
free from income tax, the internal cash value growth occurs 
income tax free and, if owned properly, the proceeds are not 
included in the decedent's taxable estate. 

 This versatile and useful asset does not come for free, however, 
and the expense of paying premiums for the insurance 
coverage can be steep, particularly when the amount of 
coverage for typical high net worth clients reaches many 
millions of dollars. 

 Split-Dollar life insurance arrangements are among the tools 
available to address payment of life insurance premiums. 
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Split-Dollar Arrangement 

 Defined by Treas. Reg. § 1.61-22(b)(1) as any arrangement 

between an owner and a non-owner of a life insurance 

contract where:

 Either party to the arrangement pays, directly or indirectly, all or 

any portion of the premiums on the life insurance contract, 

including payment by means of a loan to the other party that is 

secured by the life insurance contract; 

 At least one of the parties to the arrangement paying premiums is 

entitled to recover (either conditionally or unconditionally) all or 

any portion of those premiums and such recovery is to be made 

from, or is secured by, the proceeds of the life insurance contract; 

and 

 The arrangement is not part of a group-term life insurance plan 

described in § 79 7



Intergenerational Split-
Dollar 

 Multiple uses of split-dollar arrangements from the employment 
context to private family transactions. 

 Today, we are discussing considerations related to 
Intergenerational Split-Dollar (“IGSD”) Arrangements. 

 IGSD often implicates 3 generations of a family in the insurance 
plan – typically, a grandparent, child, and grandchild – or ILIT 
created for grandchildren: 

 Generation 1 (“G-1”) – the premium payor / lender;

 Generation 2 (“G-2”) – the insured; and

 Generation 3 (“G-3”) – the beneficiaries.

 Typically, the ILIT is established as a grantor trust with respect to G-
1. 
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Intergenerational Split 
Dollar: Economic Benefit

Life Insurance Policy Held 
Subject to Split Dollar 

Agreement
Insured = G-2

G-1
Policy “Owner”

ILIT (G-3 +)
“Non-Owner”

Term 
Coverage
(sole 
benefit)

Cash 
Value

* Gift of Economic Benefit, 
unless EB paid by ILIT/Donee 9



Intergenerational Split 
Dollar: Loan Regime

Life Insurance Policy Held 
Subject to Split Dollar 

Agreement
Insured = G-2

G-1 ILIT (G-3 +)

Excess over 
premiums 
advanced, plus 
accrued interest

Premiums 
advanced, plus 
accrued interest

* Insufficient interest (i.e. “below-market”) loan is governed by IRC 
Section 7872; Gift of foregone interest. Appropriate AFR interest treated 
as standard loan
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Which Regime Governs?

 Ownership of the policy determines which regime 

applies, but it’s a bit more complicated than it 

appears

 If the only benefit provided to the true owner of the 

policy (i.e. the owner listed on the policy) is annual 

life insurance protection, the funding party is 

deemed the owner for split dollar purposes

 If other benefits exist, particularly access to the 

policy cash value, the policy owner is considered 

the owner for split dollar purposes.
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Common Client Goals / 
Intergenerational Planning

 No one profile of an “ideal” client for purposes of IGSD planning.

 Common factors that may make a client suited for an IGSD structure:

 Need for life insurance at G-2 level to preserve viability of family business 
enterprise.

 No, or insufficient, remaining federal estate tax exemption or otherwise 
wishes to put his or her exemption to other planning opportunities;

 G-1 may be uninsurable, either individually or under a second-to-die 
policy;

 The client is not risk adverse. The appointed fiduciaries, as well as G-2 
and G-3 are patient.

 IGSD Arrangements, specifically those structured under the economic benefit 
regime, are likely to be audited.

 Patience is necessary in an IGSD audit and subsequent tax court litigation. 

 Focus today is on IGSD, but do not overlook potential benefits of Split-
Dollar planning in the employment context, both as a succession 
planning tool and executive benefit. 
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Do IGSD Arrangements 
Work?

 The first Summary Judgement Ruling in Morrissette and the 
Levine case generally say yes – but its not a panacea.  
Cahill threw cold water on economic benefit planning in 
this context.

 Morrissette and Levine validated the arrangements as 
legitimate split dollar arrangements BUT did not determine 
the valuation of the receivable.  Cahill ruled that the split 
dollar regulations do not control for estate tax purposes.

 Are there other risks? Consideration of IRC Section 2036, 
IRC Section 2038, and Estate of Powell’s expansion of 
“alone or in conjunction with” others analysis. 

 How do you mitigate them?
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Selected Concerns in 
Structuring IGSD Arrangements

 Know whether your arrangement is taxed under the Economic Benefit 
or Loan Regime. Avoid any “additional” economic benefit, other than 
current life insurance protection, if relying on the “deemed owner” 
exception. 

 Competent Donor and an Independent Trustee. Consider Cahill as 
another example of “bad facts make bad law.”

 Presence of a legitimate, non-tax business purpose. 

 IRC Sections 2036, 2038, and 2703. Is it necessary to recite mutual 
agreement is required to terminate the Split-Dollar Arrangement? Is it 
necessary to address termination at all?

 Consider Loan Regime IGSD Arrangements to reduce audit risk. Does 
IRC Section 2703 apply to a true promissory note?
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§ 2036 – Transfers with Retained 
Life Estate

Commonly discussed in the context of FLLC/FLP planning as a 
result of Estate of Powell v. Commissioner 148 T.C. No. 18 (May 18, 
2017).

Includes property in the gross estate of a decedent if: 

 the decedent transferred the property during life; 

 the transfer was not a bona fide sale for full and adequate 
consideration; and 

 the decedent kept an interest or right in the transferred 
property such that he, either alone or in conjunction with 
anyone else, can designate who will possess or enjoy the 
property or income from the property.
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§ 2038(a)(1) – Revocable Transfers

Includes transferred property in the gross estate of the 
decedent-transferor if: 

 the decedent made a gift during life; 

 the transfer was not a bona fide sale for full and adequate 
consideration; and 

 the decedent retained an interest or right in the 
transferred property – specifically, a power that enables 
the decedent, either alone or in conjunction with another 
person, to alter, amend, or terminate the transferee's 
enjoyment of the property - that the decedent did not 
give up before death or that was relinquished in the three-
year period ending on the date of death
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Estate Tax Inclusion in Split-Dollar 
Transactions – Case Studies

 Estate of Cahill v. Comm’r

 Estate of Morrissette v. Comm’r

 Estate of Levine v. Comm’r

 What property is includible in the transferor-
decedent’s estate?

 What is the value of the property included when 
dealing with split-dollar arrangements? 
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Estate of Cahill v. Comm’r
 Patrick Cahill (the son), acting on behalf of his incompetent, 90-year-old 

father, Richard Cahill, as trustee of a revocable trust and as agent under 
power of attorney, set up an irrevocable life insurance trust for the benefit 
of himself and his descendants. 

 The ILIT trustee was the son's cousin and business partner, William Cahill. 

 Son and his wife were insureds under three policies purchased by the ILIT
with a face amount of $80 million. 

 The father transferred $10,000,000 (borrowed from a third party under a 5 
year loan) to the ILIT under a split-dollar arrangement (“SDA”). 

 The ILIT used the $10,000,000 to pay single premiums on each of the 
policies.  

 Under the SDA, upon the insured’s death, the repayment amount to 
father’s revocable trust was equal to the greater of (1) the remaining 
balance of the loan; (2) the total premiums the revocable trust paid on 
the policy; or (3) the cash surrender value of the policy immediately 
before the insured's death. 

 The father died within a year, and the cash value of the policies was 
more than $9,600,000.

 The estate took a 98% valuation discount on the reimbursement rights.
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What’s Includible in Cahill?
 The Estate argued:

 The includible amount was the decedent's present value interest in the 
repayment amount under the SDAs ($183,700), given that it would likely 
have been decades before the death of the insureds.

 The decedent did not have the unilateral right to terminate the SDA, and 
it would be imprudent for the ILIT to consent to termination of the SDA, 
thus decedent did not retain any rights to designate, alter, or amend 
beneficial enjoyment of the property under § 2036 or § 2038.

 The Court disagreed:

 The transfer of the premium payments to the ILIT constituted the property 
transferred for purposes of §2036 and §2038.

 The termination rights held by decedent with consent of the ILIT satisfied 
the “in conjunction with any person” in §2036(a)(2) and “in conjunction 
with any other person” in § 2038(a)(1) requirements to designate who 
would enjoy the property, (i.e. the cash value resulting from the premiums 
paid). 

 The statutory language does not imply that unilateral control need be 
present. 
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Bona Fide Sale Exception Not 
Applicable in Cahill 

 Recall that § § 2036 and 2038 do not apply in the case of a 
bona fide sale, which will be discussed in more detail later.

 The Cahill SDAs were not bona fide sales because the son 
was involved in both sides of the transaction, and the 
arrangement was not an arm’s length transaction. 

 Was there a legitimate business purpose for the SDA?

 Was the non-tax reason for the SDAs to providing future 
(several decades) liquidity to ease the transfer of a business 
owned by the son to his children at his death, or

 Was the purpose of the SDA was merely to eliminate the cash 
surrender value from the decedent’s estate?

 No adequate and full consideration.
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IRC § 2703 – Value of Property

Section 2703 poses a third problem when it comes to estate 
inclusion of split-dollar arrangements.  It provides that the value 
of any property shall be determined without regard to:

 any option, agreement, or other right to acquire or use the 
property at a price less than the fair market value of the 
property (without regard to such option, agreement, or right), 
or

 Any restriction on the right to sell or use such property.

 The statute applies very broadly to any agreement, and the 
restrictions could be placed in any kind of document.

 If any option or restriction fails to meet the “safe harbor” 
standards then it must be ignored for valuation purposes.
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§ 2703(b) - Safe Harbor

 Section 2703 does not apply to any right or 
restriction that satisfies each of these items 
independently:
 is a bona fide business arrangement;

 is not a device to transfer property to the natural objects 
of the transferor's bounty for less than full and adequate 
consideration in money or money's worth; and

 has terms comparable to similar arrangements entered 
into by persons in an arm's length transaction.
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Application of § 2703 in Cahill
 Was the “property” in question an asset with inherent 

characteristics that impact its value – or was it an asset 
subject to some restriction over the right to use or sell the 
asset?  

 Court concludes the latter.

 ILIT’s ability to veto termination of the SDAs and block 
decedent from withdrawing his initial investment, constituted 
an agreement to acquire or use property at a price below 
fair market value.

 Although the estate argument for a very low economic 
value seemed sound, with the application of § 2703, the 
termination restrictions were disregarded. 
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Estate of Morrisette v. Commissioner
 Decedent, Clara Morrissette, held interests in a family company in her 

revocable trust.  A conservator was appointed for her estate.

 Decedent’s sons, who were active in the company, became co-trustees 
of decedent’s  revocable trust, and the conservator established three ILITs, 
one for each son.

 The sons and ILITs entered into a buy-sell agreement to purchase interests 
in the company owned by any son who dies.

 The ILITs purchased policies on the lives of sons to fund the buy-sell 
agreement.

 Decedent’s revocable trust entered into SDAs with the ILITs and 
contributed $29.9 million for lump-sum premium payments on the policies.

 The estate reported a value of $7,479,000 for the split-dollar reimbursement 
right.

 The IRS maintains that §§ 2036, 2038, and 2703 apply and disputes the 
value of the reimbursement right. The trial concluded on October 11, 2019 
and the post-trial briefs were due earlier this year.
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Estate of Levine v. Comm’r

 Marion Levine entered into SDAs with an ILIT and funded a 
single $2.5 million premium on one policy, and a $4 million 
premium on a second policy.

 Gifts of only the economic benefit were reported, while the IRS 
alleges that the full $6.5 million of the premium funding were 
gifts.

 IRS took the position that there was a step transaction in that 
the gifts were made in a series of interrelated steps with a 
value equal to the cost of the premiums paid.

 IRS also argued similarly that §§ 2036, 2038, and 2703 apply.

 Summary judgment was granted in favor of the estate with 
respect to gift tax treatment of the premium advances under 
a SDA (following in the footsteps of Morrissette), but the IRS has 
retained the right to appeal with respect to the other inclusion 
and valuation arguments.
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Similarities in IGSD Cases

 All under the economic benefit regime.

 The premium transferor is elderly.

 The insurance is funded with a lump sum premium or 
premiums paid over a short period.

 The insured is a child of the decedent.

 The transferor dies within a few yeas after the SDA is 
established.

 The estate significantly discounts the value of the transferor-
decedent’s interests in the SDA to present value based on 
the presumed long life expectancy of the insured.
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Take-Aways
 Cahill is a classic case of bad facts – try to avoid them!

 Son stood on both sides of the transaction.

 Why use a 5-year third-party loan to fund the premiums when the loan may 
extend 30 years? 

 Do not implement an IGSD plan with a very old taxpayer, in poor health, 
who is incapable of decision making (i.e. who is reliant on an agent under a 
durable power or a trustee under a revocable trust act on her behalf).

 Have a legitimate, non-tax purpose for the arrangement.

 Funding a buy-sell agreement is a legitimate business purpose (Morrissette).

 “In conjunction with” does not necessarily require that the decedent 
have control over the third party.

 Requirement that a third party agrees to earlier termination is a disregarded 
restriction for valuation purposes.

 Section 2703(a) may rightfully be applied to property under any multi-
party agreements with the issue being whether the transaction qualifies 
for the safe harbor exceptions.

 Could any restriction on a person’s ability to acquire the maximum value 
under a contract could be viewed as a §2703(a) restriction?
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Potential Solutions under Loan 
Regime

 The loan is for the life of the insured. 

 The loan can’t be repaid until the insured’s death. 

 There are non-tax reasons for the arrangement.

 All the requirements in the loan split-dollar regulations are 
followed. 

 The policy, rather than the cash surrender value, is collateral.

 §2703 may not apply because the applicable restrictions are 
those allowed by regulation and should therefore not be 
disregarded.
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General Types of Split-
Dollar Plans
 Economic benefit regime

 Income and gift tax rules set forth under Treas. Reg. 
1.61-22

 Loan regime

 Income and gift tax rules set forth under Treas. Reg. 
1.7872-15

 BUT, estate tax valuation may be driven under IRC 
2036, 2038, and 2703 as seen above

 What right does the estate have?  
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Private Split-Dollar 
Arrangements
 Many split-dollar rules contemplate a 

compensatory arrangement

 BUT, in the case of a gift, split-dollar rules apply as 
well, AND default arrangement is analyzed 
economic benefit regime

 See 1.61-22(b)(3)(ii)

 “Paragraphs (d) through (g) of this section apply 
(and § 1.7872-15 does not apply) to any split-dollar 
life insurance arrangement if… [t]he arrangement is 
entered into between a donor and a donee (for 
example, a life insurance trust) and the donor is the 
owner of the life insurance contract (or is treated as 
the owner of the contract under paragraph 
(c)(1)(ii)(A)(2) of this section).”
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Gift Versus Compensatory 
Arrangement

 Under economic benefit regime, cost of life 
insurance is the benefit granted each year

 For compensatory arrangements, cost of insurance is 
income to insured

 For non-compensatory arrangements, cost of 
insurance is gift to policy beneficiaries each year

 But, for loan regime, as long as loans are bona fide 
and enforceable, should be no income or gift tax 
consequences with respect to premiums loaned

 However, interest is income, and below-market interest 
is gift

 Any annual forgiveness of interest or principal could 
also be gift
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Context from Cahill v. 
Comm’r

 Donor’s split-dollar arrangement fell under economic 
benefit regime

 Why was this significant?

 Lower gift – cost of insurance is typically lower than 
premium 

 Trade-off is higher reimbursement

 1.61-22 mandates a return of greater of aggregate 
premiums, or cash surrender value of policy

 This is where the main valuation dispute came in

 What if this had been a loan regime split-dollar?

 No gift, but estate tax value would simply have been 
balance of note, subject to possible discount on note
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Who is the Owner?

 Reflect back on rule above – owner of policy 
under split dollar arrangement is owner on 
insurance contract, UNLESS only benefit is cost of 
life insurance

 If the latter, donor is presumed owner, and 
economic benefit regime MUST apply

 Otherwise, can use loan regime

 1.61-22 does not apply to estate tax, which is why 
2036, 2038, and 2703 could be applied here

 Note 12 of the Tax Court’s opinion noted the 
biggest disparity – the taxpayer wanted to treat 
the trust as the owner for estate tax purposes and 
the decedent as the owner for gift tax purposes
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What is Being Valued?

 If Decedent had been owner of policy, usual 
policy valuation rules would have applied

 Generally, unused annual premium plus P.S. 58 cost 
(cash value) if decedent not the insured

 Ironically, result would have been same here, but 
at higher gift tax cost potentially, if there had 
been no split-dollar arrangement

 All IRS could value were rights in split-dollar 
arrangement, and not policy rights, because 
decedent was not owner of policy for estate tax 
purposes
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What was Gifted?

 Generally, net value of transferred wealth is 
subject to gift tax

 Can apply to uneven exchange, where 
economic benefit accrues to person who 
receives more than they give away

 No gift tax when there is a bona fide sale for 
adequate and full consideration

 Also, no retained 2036 or 2038 rights when you 
can show a bona fide sale for adequate and full 
consideration
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Bona Fide Sale issues from 
Cahill
 Tax Court refused to analyze bona fide sale in 

Cahill

 General standard is legitimate non-tax business 
purpose

 Tax Court kicked factual inquiry back on summary 
judgment, but questioned prudence of short-term 
5-year loan where business purpose was longer-
term liquidity play

 Recall, once again, that there was one single 
$10,000,00 premium for $79,800,000 in aggregate 
death benefits

 5-year loan from Northern Trust funded $10,000,000 
premium
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Fair and Adequate 
Consideration issues

 Tax Court focused on, essentially, a 98% discount 
between what was transferred at death (cash value 
of life insurance) and what was valued under split-
dollar arrangement ($183,700)

 Estate argued that trust’s “veto power” gave rise to 
discount

 Still have to compare what was received to what 
was given away

 Cash value of $9,611,624 went to heirs in trust

 Of note, at time of death, decedent could have 
received back $10,000,000 premiums advanced, as 
these were greater than cash value

 Difference was timing
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Takeaways

 Could loan regime have been used?
 Third-party loan shows that decedent did not have the 

cash to carry the note

 What if decedent had been sole obligor on third-party 
loan?

 Son of decedent entered into arrangements as 
attorney-in-fact
 Estates keep getting burned under these types of facts; 

see Powell

 At the end of the day, this seemed a myopic way to 
lower gift tax, with little thought to the estate tax 
consequences
 If policies had paid out before decedent’s death, 

ironically, he would have only received cash value, 
minus third-party loan balance
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The views expressed herein are those of the panelists Brent
Berselli, Ashley Sawyer, and Griffin Bridgers, and may not
necessarily reflect the views of their firms, Holland & Knight, LLP,
Loeb & Loeb, LLP, and Hutchins & Assoc. LLC. Attendees should
consult with their legal and tax advisors regarding particular
circumstances.
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